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heavy industries and transport.    In these categories prices will
be found to have come down gradually to a level at which they
equal or almost ecjual world market values in terms of roubles at
the official exchange.   An aeroplane and a railway engine, coal
pig iron or timber, are quoted within Russia at about the same
level or even below their foreign price-equivalent.   Lorries are
cheaper than private; motor cars.    Prices for bread and staple
ibodslulTs   were   lower   by   comparison   than   chocolate  and
delicacies, these in their turn cheaper than clothes and luxury
goods.    Articles manufactured from material which is used in
war industries, particularly leather (which is scarce because of the
mass slaughter of cattle in collectivisation years) are abnormally
expensive.   On  the other hand rents arc never higher than
10 per cent of a man's income, books about as much as 5 to 8
kilograms of bread, medical services and sports free for wage
earners, holidays and education, including university gratis, and
old age pension guaranteed.     A larger part of the income is
therefore  available  for  general  needs.    There is very little
saving because the absence of unemployment and the shortage
of labour, as well as the belief in security for the old, and in
good openings in the future for the children, disposes of the care
for to-morrow's bread.   Nevertheless, some people save and are
paid interest on their bank deposits.    They can also invest in
State loans.   The rate of interest used to be between 7 and 8
per cent.   Last year Government loans were forcibly converted
and interest on them reduced to 4 per cent.   The Government's
argument that this is justified because the purchasing power
of the currency had almost doubled through the development of
industrial production, the reduction of prices, increase of wages
and larger supply of goods, was more or less generally accepted.
Private property is legal and protected in everything except
means of production, machines, factories, land and rent-bearing
houses.    Rich  people—i.e.   authors,   actors,   film  producers,
inventors and scientists—can own villas and motor cars and can
employ servants.    Money cannot be used, however, for the
establishment of businesses which are based on employment of
labour.   It has only the power to procure goods and service for
consumption.    The only yield permissible now is from State
loans, through which it is directed into State industries. Fortunes,
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